Explore resistance, activism and risk taking through creativity, taking things apart, experiments, performances, interventions, and conversation.
### Collective Base Camp

**Help Create New Work and Ideas to Take Forward Together**

**Open Maker Studio**
A space for general work in progress and experimentation, please pop-in for a chat. Explore anything from virtual, mixed/augmented reality and virtual/real interventions, to creating artificial creatures and utopian or dystopian worlds. Use sensors, microcomputers and biofeedback devices to create interactive objects & interactions.

**Virtual Reality Projects (VR Explorers)**
Work alongside students as they explore VR in both spatial design and fine art practices.

**Debate & Critique**
Tate Exchange Series of Informal Discussions, Talks and Crits.

**Virtual Reality (VR) Experiments (Virtual Meets Reality)**
A space to experience & co-develop VR projects together.

**Alumni Project Space: Welcome to the World of Analogue Systems**
A creative, immersive and physical take on Adobe Photoshop.

### Tech Cluster

**Virtual Reality Symposium, Virtual Economies**
The future of work and play.

**What Happens If We Push This?**
In the creative industries, technology is transforming the way we work and generate economic value.

### Projects Space

**Gesamt – A Digital Participatory Opera Part 2**
Take part in a digital participatory opera.

**Virtual Reality (VR) Experiments (Virtual Meets Reality)**
A space to experience & co-develop VR projects together.

### Wonder Wall

A space for public interaction and mapping debate and conversations throughout the day.

### Digital Detox

A space to relax, meet and chat.
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Keep up-to-date with the Digital Maker Collective – Search ‘Digital Maker Live’ in iTunes or Google Play.

THIS EVENT WILL BE LIVE STREAMED

By entering this we will assume your consent to being filmed.

ABOUT THE DIGITAL MAKER COLLECTIVE

The Digital Maker Collective are a group of artists, designers, staff and students from the University of the Arts London (UAL) who explore emerging digital technologies in arts, education, society and the creative industries. Event supported by Digital Learning, Teaching & Enhancement at Camberwell, Chelsea and Wimbledon Colleges of Arts, UAL.

@TATEEXCHANGE @CCWDIGITAL #ARTSDMC #TATEJAM

This event is programmed by Digital Maker Collective, a Tate Exchange Associate.